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WHAT TO DO ABOUT WING TIPS?

install. Performance-wise they continue to compete successfully with the most imaginative wing tip designs that have entered the aviation scene since WW-II. 
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WHAT TO DO ABOUT WING TIPS? "... some wing tip shapes have always been considered to be more desirable . . . " Have you ever wondered why there are so many different wing tip shapes? You would think that after 75 years of aviation development and progress at least one basic design would have evolved as the best aerodynamic shape for a wing tip. That this has not happened can be seen on any airport ramp. Parked there among aircraft with rounded or elliptical wing tips are even some with exotically sculptured tips that look more like art objects spirited away from a museum or somebody's coffee table. Then, too, occasionally you will see an airplane with squared-off tips, and less frequently one with large flat plates marking where the wing ends. Only one feature is predictable - all of the parked aircraft will have wing tips of some sort . . . after all, a wing does have to end someplace. Surely one of those wing tip designs must be markedly superior to all the others. . . or is it? Would that one particular wing tip, if installed on any other aircraft design, enhance its performance, too, to a measurable degree? I know of no research or study which supports such a conjecture . . . and yet I wonder. Is it possible to obtain greater lift, controllability, speed and, maybe, a reduced stall speed with the right wing tip design? Some folks think so. Others, highly respected aircraft designers included, are not so sure. Just about everybody will agree, however, that there are substandard wing tips on some aircraft out there. However, more likely than not they will be badly dented or poorly constructed. Wing tips like that can certainly degrade any aircraft's performance. Actually, I doubt that there is much difference, efficiency-wise, among the many wing tip shapes we see everyday. Nevertheless, some wing tip shapes have always been considered to be more desirable because, for one thing, they were simple functional shapes, and they were easier to build and to
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FIGURE I. WING TIP SHAPES SPORT AVIATION 27



A bolt-on wing tip fuel tank, as added to this Glasair wing, effectively increases the span and wing area and, at the same time, provides a greater total fuel capacity.



This squared-off metal wing has a canted end rib which simply completes the tip.



A wood wing restoration project featuring an eliptical tip complete with a hand hold.



This construction style is typical of aircraft dating back to the early 1930s. 28 DECEMBER 1988



install. Performance-wise they continue to compete successfully with the most imaginative wing tip designs that have entered the aviation scene since WW-II. The two best performers were the elliptical wing tip design (or a variation thereof) and the square wing tip (I hesitate to call it a "design") shape. Don't assume that the plain or squared-off wing tip results in a poorly performing aircraft. Not at all. That was considered to be the ideal wing tip in the early days of aviation because keeping the weight down was all important due to the low powered engines they had to use. But even now, some aircraft still have the squared-off wing tips (Davis DA-2A, Sonerai 1 and 2, Volksplane 1 and 2, Teenie 2 and, until changed not so long ago, the Mooney). The squared-off wing tip still remains as the simplest and lightest wing tip you can install. Actually, the dearth of authoritative information on the subject of wing tips leads me to conclude that regardless of the type of wing tip you choose to install, it will probably have very little effect on total performance. Frankly, it is quite apparent to me that the numerous wing tip designs you see on aircraft, homebuilts included, were inspired more by aesthetic considerations rather than by aerodynamic necessity. Of late the most frequently installed type of wing tip seems to be some modification of the basic Hoerner tip design. However, there are also other very striking wing tip shapes. The most prominent of these are the eye catching drooped tips that have a very definite sculptured look. These add-on tips are available from commercial sources for a variety of manufactured aircraft. They are even FAA approved - and STC'd for installation on a lot of Beech, Cessna and Piper models. However, this, I believe, is based primarily on controllability and structural considerations. It does not imply that the claimed performance enhancement is guaranteed by the FAA. And what are the claims being made for those exotic add-on wing tip shapes? Well, how about an increase in cruise



speed by 10%, climb by 20% and stability by 50%. Also these special tips will, supposedly, reduce your take-off roll by 25%, and the stall speed by as much as 20%. That would be a very impressive across the board performance improvement, indeed, and makes me wonder why the manufacturers aren't adopting similar improvements in their wing tips. After all, aircraft manufacturers do have to produce some kind of wing tips anyway - and they are selling performance, aren't they? Do you find the foregoing conclusions



hard to accept? I guess the only way you can end all speculation regarding the performance improvement you can obtain with another kind of wing tip design is by testing a similar installation for yourself. Unfortunately, this can be expensive and so time consuming that only a few die hard experimenters would care to go to the trouble. For example, you would first have to complete a series of calibrated tests, with your original wing tip installation, to establish your cruise, climb and stall speed data. To be completely thorough you should also measure your take-off roll and review the controllability (stability) of your airplane to establish a record data base. Then and only then would you be ready to install the new wing tips. You must then, of course, repeat all the tests you conducted previously with the original tips. Make the tests under similar conditions and power settings. Now, you will know where the improvement is ... if any. Of course, since you have already expended the effort and have underwritten the cost of the new wing tips installation, hopefully you are pleased with the difference, however little it might be. Anyhow, now nobody will be able to refute your conclusions. In my mind there is no other way to accurately compare the effectiveness of one wing tip design over another. (NOTE: An article in the February 1971 issue of SPORT AVIATION, page 38, "A Comparison of Square, Round and Hoerner Wing Tips", reports very little difference in performance for the three wing tip shapes studied in wind tunnel tests - not actual flight tests. Actually, the tests showed that there would be something less than 3%-4% difference in the cruise, climb and stall speeds.) Here are a few more thoughts on the subject of comparing wing tip effectiveness. If the newly installed wing tips are larger, any increase in climb or reduction in stall speed realized might be attributable to the added wing area and not necessarily to an increased wing tip effectiveness. On the negative side, some owners find that those large add-on wing tips on certain aircraft models, especially the drooping tips and the upswept variety, restrict the pilot's area of vision in



The basic Hoerner tip design is easily recognized because the upper wing surface maintains the wing rib contour all the way out to the tip. The bottom surface curves up and fairs into the upper wing contour.



Notice how a slightly rounded fiberglass addition to the basic canted end rib greatly improves the appearance.



their direction somewhat more than one



would expect. In the absence of the comparative flight testing described earlier, all that you can really assume is that there would be very little difference in performance from one wing tip design to another . . . and with very few exceptions at that. So, why change wing tips?



This moderately rounded wing tip - with its upswept trailing edge - is an interesting



departure from the earlier Mooney aircraft which featured square tips.
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WING TIP VORTEX



NOTEWING TIP VORTEX



AIR FLOWS LATERALLY OUTWARD FROM THE HIGH PRESSURE AREA UNDER THE WING AND SPILLS UP OVER THE WING TIPS INTO THE AREA OF LOWER PRESSURE.
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FIGURE 2. THE WING TIP VORTICES



Wing Tips For Wood/Fabric Wings



The elliptical wing tip design has



been installed on more aircraft through the years than any other type. You will



see it on a lot of antiques, warbirds, classics and, yes, homebuilts as well. Beech Staggerwing, Howard, Cub, T-



Craft, P-47, Waco, etc. . . . and the list



could go on and on.



It has always been assumed to be



the most efficient of the wing tip shapes and ideally suited for most any kind of fabric covered wing. The elliptical de-



sign has also been used effectively with metal wings and plywood covered wings as well. The basic structure used to create the elliptical shape has been, for years, the simple laminated wood wing tip bow. More recently the trend is to the use of a pre-formed (bent) metal tube (steel or aluminum), which is bolted to the spar



ends and, also, fastened to the leading



and trailing edge strips. This one-piece bow forms a very strong rigid frame for



the fabric covering and, at the same time, imparts a pleasing taper to the tip.



This anractive wing tip treatment derives its shape and simplicity from a fabric covered wing tip bow. 30 DECEMBER 1988



The basic elliptical wing tip, and a



popular variation thereof, is illustrated in Figure 1. Almost any wing tip shape is suitable for fabric covered wings. However, just about all other wing tip styles will always be somewhat more complex to constuct and, invariably, will be heavier and perhaps not as aerodynamically efficient as the traditional elliptical shape.



Wing Tips For Composite Aircraft Composite construction, being what it is, makes it possible to install any type



An interesting upswept wing tip treatment - unfortunately flawed by the protruding wing tip light.



of wing tip shape the mind can conceive. The tips are often molded into the wing structure and are seldom the add-on or bolt-on type of wing tips. When they are, they are generally bonded to the wing ends and permanently faired into the wing structure with fiberglass and "Q" cells. This makes them, in effect, an integral installation with no joints showing. One exception to that unitized construction practice would be the installation of wing extension tip tanks. These are used to extend the range of the aircraft while adding essential wing span and area. In such installations, the wing structure terminates with a squared off end rib and a row of nutplates (anchor nuts) to which the wing tank extension is bolted. NOTE: I first saw such an installation on a homebuilt back in 1976 when Leon Davis fitted his single seater, all metal Davis DA-5, with wing extension tanks and copped the world record with a distance flight that covered a staggering 2,265 miles in 21 hours and 42 minutes. This type of add-on wing tip fuel tank is currently being installed on some Cessna 210s and, also, on a goodly number of Glasairs by homebuilders. The installation can increase the overall wing span by approximately two feet with a proportional increase in wing area. One attractive fringe benefit of such an installation is that the overall performance apparently does not suffer. It seems that the added wing area adequately compensates for the added weight of the fuel. Because the design retains the original wing shape all the way to the tip, the tank cannot be distinguished from the remainder of the wing until one gets up close and sees the other fuel filler cap. As you might suspect, complexity and weight, of course, are increased with the installation.



An upside down view of a Hoerner type wing tip under construction. The entire wing will be plywood covered - including the tip.



This is the way most wing tips were - eliptical in shape and fabric covered. Note how



the stretched fabric distorts the poorly reinforced aileron end rib.



Wing Tips For Metal Wings The simplest wing tip option for a metal wing is a squared-off wing tip capped by a sheet metal perpendicular wing rib. However, by far the most frequently installed type of wing tip on metal aircraft like the RVs, Mustangs and the T-18s is the add-on molded fiberglass tip. A fiberglass tip, unlike a metal tip, can be molded into any shape the builder desires. Naturally, such a tip is more appealing, aesthetically, than a squared-off wing structure terminating with a perpendicular or slanted end rib Nevertheless, a number of all-metal aircraft are using the squared wing tips. The one most favored is the one where the end rib riveted to the wing skin and



A dramatic view from the trailing edge of a drooped highly sculptured wing tip available from commercial sources. SPORT AVIATION 31



spar is canted at a 45% angle. This jaunty angle imparts sort of a sharp dihedral effect at the tip. Such installations, for example, may be seen on Davis DA-2As, Teenie 2s and Zeniths. Removable Wing Tips Vs. Permanent Tips I can think of only two reasons for making the wing tips removable:



1. The airplane has a reputation of



being ground loop prone . . . and wing



tip replacement might be a frequent occurrence. 2. You have to install a separate strobe light power pack in each wing tip. As for reasons for not making the wing tips removable, I can think of several: 1. Removable tips are heavier, costlier and require much more work. (You would have to procure and install up to 30 anchor nuts for the privilege.) 2. Even permanently installed pop riveted wing tips can be removed almost as quickly as the screwed on tips - if need be, by simply drilling out the rivets. 3. A permanent installation is much quicker to fit and install, and it will look better, too. 4. The installation of wing tip navigation and strobe lights does not require a removable wing tip for maintenance or replacement - merely allow approximately 12 inches of extra slack in the wiring. What About Wing Tip End Plates? Because of the counter-rotating swirl



of air (tip vortex) tending to spill up over the wing tips, it is generally assumed



that wing tip end plates projecting beyond the wing profile minimize that tendency (see Figure 2). End plates can be installed on squared-off wings quite easily. However, the installation, as simple as it would appear, will be heavier than the classical elliptical fabric covered tip, or even a molded fiberglass add-on wing tip. An end plate is ordinarily cut from a



The square wing tip is both efficient and simple to construct. Unfortunately it has little appeal because it is aesthetically a loser.



fairly thick plywood (or metal) sheet and is bolted to the spar ends, leading edge and trailing edge using metal angles and anchor nuts. The claim to fame made by proponents of these large wing tip spill plates is that they eliminate the loss of lift at the tips due to air spilling over the wing tips. This leads to the reasonable assumption that they are, therefore, capable of providing increased lift, particularly at higher angles of attack. Sounds logical and could be true. However, these large tip plates projecting beyond the wing airfoil contour are: 1. Double ugly. 2. They obstruct the pilot's field of vision in that direction. 3. Even more threatening, however, is the danger posed in trying to slip an aircraft fitted with wing tip plates. The large plates, in some configurations, have been known to blank out the normal flow of air over the ailerons in slips and slipping turns, thereby causing a complete loss of aileron control. Should this occur close to the ground, as on a landing approach, it could be disastrous. If you do install tip plates, exploration of this phenomenon should be done at high altitude - if at all. Wing Tip Ailerons



This sounds like a great idea. The



whole wing tip is made to pivot and take



the place of a regular aileron. Don't



think that this idea has never been tried. It has . . . more than once. Unfortunately, wing tip ailerons have proven to be rather ineffective and the idea is usually quickly abandoned. My Conclusions After spending days on end going through my limited references, aviation



books, magazines and the like in search of scraps of information on the subject, I have concluded that: 1 . . . . wing tips are designed more for aesthetic appeal than they are for aerodynamic considerations. 2. ... the only way to prove which type of wing tip is most effective is by installing and testing each one on my own aircraft. . . taking care, of course, that the aspect ratio/wing area will be the same for each tip tested. 3 . . . . there is good reason to believe that the difference in cruise, rate of climb and stall speeds among the many wing tip shapes is most likely to be less than 4% - no matter which type I install. 4. ... in view of the above, the idea of running my own tests for several different wing tips strikes me as being ridiculous, therefore, 5. ... I will use whatever molded fiberglass wing tips come with my RV-6 kit, and install them permanently with pop rivets, secure in my belief that they will be just as efficient as any other wing tips currently in vogue.



If you wish to contact the author



of this column, Sportplane Builder, for additional information, please write to Tony Bingelis, 8509 Greenflint Lane, Austin, TX 78759. How's this for a rounded tip? 32 DECEMBER 1988
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